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dipoles. did. not. match. the. simulated. exactly. but. the. results. could. still. be. considered. reliableI. The. performance. of. FS4D. decreases. with.




The. algorithm. of. FS4D. consists. of. two. main. steps. D. data. transmission. and. source. recovery.
RFigure.1)I
1I.Data.transmission.from.the.scalp.to.the.cortex.involves.the.followingI
1I1I. Cortical. mapping. D. The. data. are. transmitted. from. the. surface. of. the. scalp. where. it. is.
measured.onto.the.surface.of.the.brain.[1]I




planes. yielding. disks. inside. which. the. singularities. will. be. soughtI. The. HD. singularities. form.
within.the.sphere.a.family.of.lines.intersecting.at.the.position.of.the.4D.sourcesI








The. reconstruction. with. FS4D. for.
the. simulated. data. without. noise.
yielded.the.following.results9.for.the.
dipole. in. the. right. amygdala. the.
distance.between.the.simulated.and.
the. estimated. source.was. kI6.mm3.
for. the. left. primary. motor. cortex. D.
4I:. mm3. for. the. bilateral. temporal.
case. D. kI4. mm. right. and. kI0. mm.
left3. for. the. three. sources. case. D.
1kI5. mm. left3. 10IH. mm. right. and.
1HI:.mm.frontal.source.RFigure.H)I
Fig. 11Typical1workflow1of1FSOjK1iE1scalp1potential1mapH1iiE1
cortical1 mappingH1 iiiE1 planar1 singularity1 detectionH1 ivE1
clustering1of1the1planar1singularities1and1vE1dipole1fittingf
In.order.to.investigate.the.performance.of.FS4D.various.EEG.data.with.71.standard.electrodes.
were. simulated9. R1). single. deep. source3. RH). single. superficial. source3. R4). bilateral. temporal.
sources3. R:). three. sources. D. in. the.medial. frontal. gyrus3. left. and. right. insulaI.Additionally3. the.














Simulations with different SNRs
The.simulations.with.different.SNRs.
revealed. a. negative. linear. trend. in.
the. relation. between. SNR. and.
distance. to. the. simulated. sources.
RFigure.4)I
Real EEG data
In. the. case. of. real. EEG. data. the.
sources. estimated. by. FS4D. are.
located.bilateral.in.the.medial.end.of.
the. left. and. right. HeschlNs. gyrus.
RFigure.:)I
Fig. 21Performance1of1FSOj1 for1 simulations1without1 noisef1(lue1
dipoles1 mark1 the1 simulated1 sourcesH1 red1 dipoles1 ä1 sources1
reconstructed1by1FSOjf1
Fig. 31Results1for1simulations1with1two1sources1and1different1SNRsf1
The1 solid1 curves1 show1 the1 distance1 hmmE1 between1 the1 simulated1
and1 the1 estimate1 sourcesf1 The1 dashed1 lines1 show1 the1
corresponding1linear1trendsf1
Fig. 41The1sources1estimated1by1FSOj1in1the1case1of1real1@@G1data1
are1located1bilateral1in1the1medial1end1of1the1Heschlks1gyrusf1
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